Distribution of Sponsored Research Indirect Recovery

The following policy is to be used to distribute the “negotiated rate” portion of the indirect cost funds recovered from grant and contract expenditures (see Policy Memorandum III-30).

- Distribution of the indirect cost funds will be as follows:
  - Vice Chancellor of Research: 16.25%
  - Investigator: 5.00%
  - Department: 3.75%

The following policy is to be used to distribute the indirect cost funds recovered from the additional rate included with the negotiated rate in research service agreements where the sponsor requires rights in data to the exclusion of the University and/or claims ownership rights to intellectual property that may be developed by the University (see Policy Memorandum III-30).

- Distribution of the indirect cost funds recovered from the additional rate will be as follows:
  - Investigator: 25%
  - College: 25%
  - Vice Chancellor for Research - Research Equipment Maintenance and Repair Fund: 25%
  - Office of Technology Transfer and Economic Development: 25%

Exceptions to the above policies must be approved by the Chancellor.

EFFECTIVE DATE: Immediately
RESPONSIBILITY: Vice Chancellor of Research
BASIS: Chancellor
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Christopher G. Maples, Ph.D.
Interim Chancellor
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